
Vancouver sales have plunged 80% on the new BC 15% foreigner tax, which created a 
ton of incremental and pulled forward demand and moonshot prices leading into 
August. But now, the real estate market has literally seized and the ripple effects are 
massive. 
  
Moreover, BC is incorporating new “Empty Home Tax” of 2% to 5% per year to go after 
foreigners using BC real estate as safe deposit boxes like they do prolifically here in the 
US. 
  
Watch this quick video on the fall out… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beh16OyKT8A 
  
BUT, this BC tax is probably less intrusive that what the United States has done to the 
mid to high end markets along the same vein;  requiring all-cash buyers to disclose 
who they are, individually.    
  
The new US all-cash purchase disclosure requirements will likely be rolled out to more 
regions over the next year. 
  
The US disclosure act is not a tax, but to a foreign money launderer, the Canadian tax 
of 15% is far less scary than disclosing who you are.   
  
Growing list of regions that require home purchaser disclosure. 
  
        In effect since Q1’16… 
  

         New York: Manhattan with a threshold at $3 million; Brooklyn, Queens, Bronx, and 
Staten Island at $1.5 million. 

         Florida: Miami-Dade County, Broward County, and Palm Beach County, all at $1 
million. 

To take effect in late August… 

         California South: San Diego County and Los Angeles County; 
         California North: San Francisco, San Mateo County, and Santa Clara County, all at 
$2 million. 
         Texas: Bexar County (San Antonio area) with a threshold of $500,000. 
  
  
  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beh16OyKT8A


  
Thank you, 
  
Mark Hanson 
Mark@MHanson.com 
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